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ABSTRACT
Alternating-offer bargaining protocol is the most predominant way for solving bilateral bargaining problem in daily life.
However, alternating-offer consumed more time and caused a lower efficiency in some cases. One proposed solution is
called simultaneous-revelation resolution by which both parties reveal their reservation prices at the same time. But
most simultaneous-revelation resolution procedures are inefficient because they encourage exaggerations. But it is fast
and uncomplicated, this resolution procedure still has merit—especially if the parties can refrain from undue exaggeration. The paper designs a truthful mechanism for simultaneous-offer bargaining negotiation. In this mechanism, a rule
manipulator can induce buyer and seller both to reveal their real prices by introducing suitable adjustment functions.
And we show the honest revelations are in Nash equilibrium.
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1. Introduction
Agent mediated negotiation has received considerable
attention in the field of electronic commerce [1,2]. The
simplest form of negotiation involves two agents and a
single-issue. Negotiation is a process that allows disputing agents to decide how to divide the gains from cooperation [3,4]. The face-to-face, open-ended bargaining is
the most commonly used way for solving the problems.
Bargaining is normally studied using either the axiomatic
approach introduced by Nash [5], or the strategic approach, for which Rubinstein’s [6] alternating offer
model is probably the most influential [7]. However,
alternating-offer consumed more time and caused a
lower efficiency in some cases. Informal bargaining,
without any imposed structure for negotiations and
without tight time constrains, leads to more efficient
outcomes than do most formal methods. One proposed
structured alternative to informal bargaining is the procedure by which both parties reveal their reservation
prices at the same time. If the buyer's bid is at least as
large as the seller’s ask, then the item is sold at a price
between the two offers and the agreement will be settled.
*
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The conflicts between parties are resolved and the parties’ payoffs both are better off [8]. If the offers do not
overlap, then no trade takes place and the negotiations
are broken off.
This mechanism was first modeled by Chatterjee
& Samuelson [9], and then studied in more details by
Myerson and Satterthwaite [10], Leininger et al. [11].
This alternative, though appealing, does not work very
well [12]. According to a commonly proposed symmetric
resolution procedure, the parties simultaneously submit
their reservation prices to the mediator. Let these disclosed values be s  (not necessarily the true reservation
price s ) for the seller, and b (not necessarily the true
reservation price b ) for the buyer. If b  s  , then the
negotiation is broken off ; If s  b , the final contract
will be x*   b  s   / 2 , the midpoint between b and
s  (see Figure 1).
When this simultaneous-revelation resolution procedure was tried, most parties gave truthful revelations: s 
equaled s , and b equaled b [12]. However, in some
cases s  was greater than s (because the seller want the
midpoint drift right), and b less than b ( because the
buyer want the midpoint drift left); indeed, in some of
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Figure 1. The simultaneous revelation produce

Figure 2. Case in which there is a Zone of Agreement in real but not in revealed values

these cases, there was in fact a zone of agreement ( s
was less than b ) but the parties did not detect it ( s 
was greater than b ) and an inefficiency resulted. If both
parties exaggerate a lot, then the chances for an agreement are very poor (see Figure 2).
Thus, the simultaneous-revelation resolution procedure is inefficient because it encourages exaggerations;
but it’s fast and uncomplicated. If time is at a premium
or if one is engaged in many such bargaining problems,
then this resolution procedure still has merit –especially
if the parties can refrain from undue exaggeration. Perhaps the most interesting questions are those that game
theoretic ones. Possibly the most central problem of this
form is the difficulty of getting efficient truthful mechanisms. The basic game-theoretic requirement in mechanism design is that of “truthfulness” (incentive compatibility), i.e. that each participating agent is motivated to
cooperate with the protocol and to report his true valuation [13].
This paper gives an improved simultaneous-revelation
resolution procedure that can engender truthfulness. In
this mechanism, rule manipulator can induce buyer and
seller both reveal their real prices with suitable adjustment functions. And we show honest revelations are in
Nash equilibrium [14].
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we formally present our model and notations. In
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Section 3 we show three propositions about honestly
revelation. Section 4 concludes.

2. Negotiation Model and Discussions
We formally present our model: the mechanism under
consideration, its basic components and the assumptions
on the parties.

2.1 Bargaining Rules
Suppose that there is a seller S, a buyer B, and a rules
manipulator M. Before bargaining starts, S and B must
submit their reservation prices and the sincerity prices
(price constraints that a trader considers the opponent’s
offer have to satisfy) to M. These valuations are their
private information. Let s1 and b1 denote the reservation price and the sincerity price of S respectively; Let
b2 and s2 denote the reservation price and the sincerity
price of B respectively. They must satisfy the relation
b1  s1  b2  s2 . Let s and b denote the offer of S and B
respectively. M stipulates: s and b must satisfy
b1  b  b2 and s1  s  s2 ; otherwise considers they
does not have the sincerity and does not permit the
transaction. If s  b , then the final contract will be the
midpoint x*  (b  s ) / 2 . In addition, both the parties
may obtain an adjusted amount that the opponent will
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pay them that depends on the price they announce. If
b  s , they can’t get anything from disagreement.

2.2 Assumptions
It’s important to keep in mind that the parties must agree
to the payoff procedure before they begin to bargain. The
adjusted amount is extracted according to following adjusted function respectively. We express the adjusted
function of S and B with f ( s ) and g (b) respectively
as follows:









 b2  b   b  s  2  b2  b  s  s1  , s  s1
f s  
s  s1
 b2  s1  2
 s  s1   b  s  2  b2  b  s  s1  , b  b2
g b   
b  b2
 b2  s1  2

Notice that the number s is bigger, the function
value of f ( s ) is smaller, namely the higher s the
lower the adjusted payment S will receive from B. Similarly, the number b is smaller, the function value of
g (b) is smaller, namely the lower b the lower the adjusted payment B will receive from S. Hence, there is
less incentive for S to exaggerate and for B to lessen with
the adjustment. We will prove the adjusted functions can
induce S and B to make honest revelations: s  s1 , b  b2 ,
and honest revelations are in Nash equilibrium. All this
assumes that they are trying to maximize their utility and
they both are risk neutral.

 s  s  b  s   b
1

Then we have U S 2  b  s1   b  b2  2  s1 , i.e.,
U S 2  U S 1 . Therefore, against b  b2 the optimum re-

sponse of seller S is s  s1 .
2) b  b2 : in this case, if s  s1 ,we have

U S 1   b2  s1  2  s1   b2  s1  2 .
If s  s1 , we have

U S 2   b2  s  2  s1   b2  s1  2   s  s1  2 .
According to the relation s  b2 , we have  s  s1  2 

b

2

Proposition 2. No matter the seller whether to offer
honestly, b  b2 is optimal for the buyer.
Proof. Considering the following two cases:

1) s  s1 : in this case, if b  b2 , we have
U B1  b2   b2  s  2   b2  s1  2
 b2   s  s1  2.

If b  b2 , we have
U B 2  b2 

Proof. Considering the following two cases:
1) b  b2 : in this case, if s  s1 , we have

b  s b  s  b2  b  b  s 


b2  b  s  s1
2
2

 b2  s 

U S   b  s  2  s1  f  s   g  b ，

Proposition 1. No matter the buyer whether to offer
honestly, s  s1 is optimal for the seller.

s  s1 .

Thus, no matter buyer B whether to offer honestly,
s  s1 is optimal for seller S.

According to the rule, we know that the utility function
of seller S and buyer B respectively is:

We could obtain the following proposition.

 s1  2 , i.e., U S 2  U S 1 . Therefore, against b  b2

the optimum response of seller S is

2.3 Main Results

U B  b2   b  s  2  g  b   f  s  .

 b  s  s1   0 .

2

b

2

 b  b  s 

b2  b  s  s1

.

According to the relation s1  s  b  b2 , we have

b

2

 b   b  s   b2  b  s  s1   0.

Then we have U B 2  b2  s  b2   s  s1  2 , i.e.,

U B 2  U B1 . Thus against s  s1 the optimum response

of buyer B is b  b2 .

U S 1   b  s1  2  s1   b2  s1  2   b  b2  2  s1 .

If s  s1 , we have
U S 2   b  s  2  s1   b  s  2   s  s1  b  s   b2  b  s  s1 
 b  s1   s  s1  b  s   b2  b  s  s1  .

From the relation s1  s  b  b2 , we have
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Figure 3. The strategic form game of the buyer and the
seller
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2) s  s1 : in this case, if b  b2 , there is

suitable adjustment functions, honest revelations are in
Nash equilibrium: each party should tell the truth if the
other does. It would be wonderful if someone could apply this scheme to real-world situations. This is also the
direction we will study diligently in the future.

U B1  b2   b2  s1  2   b2  s1  2 .

If b  b2 , there is
U B 2  b2   b  s1  2   b2  s1  2   b2  b  2.
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3. Conclusions
In this study, our results have important constructions for
procedure design of a simultaneous-offer bargaining
system that can engender truthfulness. But in order to
implement this scheme, the seller and the buyer have to
approve of the rules manipulator before they start the
agreement. It is rather restrictive, but the result is so appealing that it should not be lightly dismissed. With
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